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In a path-breaking work, Tanya Aplin and Lionel ... law and systematically expose neglected implementation obligations of lawmakers and judges - indispensable for practitioners and academics ...
Global Mandatory Fair Use
Analogies have their limits. But history can help to disentangle the unprecedented from the historical. It can help to point out where phenomena really are new, such as the scale of internet usage.
Disinformation: It’s History
The proposed class and receiver are represented by Lionel Z. Glancy, Jonathan M. Rotter and Garth A. Spencer of Glancy Prongay & Murray LLP. The receiver is additionally represented by Logan D.
Wells Fargo Accused Of Enabling 'Free Trial' Marketing Scams
During a conference call with investors after the disclosure of Romeo's financial results and projected results, Defendant Lionel E. Selwood, Jr. ("Selwood, Jr.") disclosed that the Company had ...
Pomerantz Law Firm Reminds Shareholders with Losses on their Investment in Romeo...
Such sensitive information impacts both small business owners and high profile celebrities (including Taylor Swift, JK Rowling and Lionel Messi), with experts ... claims Bruce Jones, head of ...
Privacy alarm as applicant passport details published by China National Intellectual Property Administration
Messi, whose full name is Lionel Andrés Messi Cuccittini, applied to the European Union Office for Intellectual Property, or EUIPO, to register his name and logo in 2011. The owner of another sports ...
Top EU Court Backs Trademark Registration of Messi’s Name
At this time, you'll also need to find an attorney versed in intellectual property law to create boilerplate contract language for your authors, as well a graphic artist to design your cover art ...
How to Start a Publisher Business
Several countries are trying to pass a right-to-repair law that will let consumers fix their devices ... However, they argue that they will have to open up their intellectual property to both amateur ...
Right to repair movement: All you need to know
regulatory services law, dispute resolution, intellectual property law, labour and employment laws and compliance and regulatory laws. Founder and managing partner of Alpha Partners Akshat Pandey ...
VIT-AP to set up centre of excellence in law
The importance of protecting Intellectual Property (hereinafter "IP") rights ... the use of which would be contrary to any law for the time being in force; or (c) the use of which would be likely ...
Marks to be Registered as Trademarks in Bangladesh
Pennsylvania's law states athletes can't get compensation and use the intellectual property of the school they represent. In other words, quarterback Sean Clifford can appear in an ad for the local ...
Even overdue NIL laws have major drawbacks
easy access to services from trusted Intellectual Property experts and law firms. Businesses may choose to engage with these IP law firms to help secure trademarks, protect their brands and tackle ...
To secure sellers trademark, Amazon launches IP Accelerator programme in India
and Biden’s efforts to convince European allies to drop objections to intellectual property waivers for sharing COVID-19 vaccines with the developing world. It’s a fitting coda for Merkel’s ...
Neck rubs, tapped phones: Merkel has history with US leaders
The RTI exemptions cited by the CPIO to deny information relate to intellectual property rights ... safety of persons who give information to law enforcement agencies in confidence, impediment ...
Do not have ITR of political parties: Income Tax department to RTI activist
An application was filed last week at the EUIPO for the logo of THE SUPER LEAGUE by the law firm Clifford Chance ... Leading the way is Barcelona superstar Lionel Messi, who owns over 160 trademarks ...
European Super League: a competition based on brand, not on-field success
National Collegiate Athletic Association that NCAA member colleges violated antitrust law by collectively disallowing members from providing athletes with unlimited, in-kind educational benefits.
What Happens Now That The Supreme Court Has Decided Alston V. NCAA?
But Justice St. Pierre also had a chance to stand before Justice Lionel Locksley Jones ... with the police a key factor in Justice St. Pierre’s decision to go to law school, but seeing a Black man on ...
Founders of new UBC bursary for Black law students hope it sets challenge for others to do the same
When Connecticut’s new sports gambling law takes effect on July 1, however, all of that will change. Indeed, Connecticut will transform instantly from one of the most favorable states for ...
New Connecticut Law Legalizes Sports Gambling At Expense Of Most Daily Fantasy Sports Operators
In a path-breaking work, Tanya Aplin and Lionel Bently make the case that the quotation exception in Article 10 of the Berne Convention constitutes a global, mandatory, fair use provision. It is ...

This book explores the shape that intellectual property law took over the course of the nineteenth century.
Intellectual property law is a subject of increasing economic importance and the focus of a great deal of legislative activity at an international and regional level. This collection brings together contributions from some of the most distinquished scholars in this exciting and controversial field, covering the full extent of intellectual
property laws, that is, patents, copyright, trade marks and related rights. the contributions examine some of the most pressing practical and theoretical concerns which intellectual property lawyers face.
This collection of essays was written in honour of David Vaver, who recently retired as Professor of Intellectual Property and Information Technology Law and Director of the Oxford Intellectual Property Research Centre at the University of Oxford. The essays, written by some of the world's leading academics, practitioners and
judges in the field of intellectual property law, take as their starting point the common assumption that the patent, copyright and trade mark laws within members of the 'common law family' (Australia, Canada, Israel, Singapore, South Africa, the United Kingdom, the United States, and so on) share some sort of common tradition.
The contributors examine, in relation to particular topics, the extent to which such a shared view of the field exists in the face of other forces that are producing divergence. The essays discuss, inter alia, issues concerning court practices, the medical treatment exception, non-obviousness and sufficiency in patent law, originality
and exceptions in copyright law, unfair competition law, and cross-border goodwill and dilution in trade mark law.
Intellectual property law faces the challenge of balancing the interests of right holders and users in the face of technological change and inequalities in information access. Concepts of Property in Intellectual Property Law offers a collection of essays which reflect on the interaction between intellectual property and broader, more
traditional, notions of property. It explores the way in which differing interpretations of the concept of property can affect the scope of protection in the law of copyright, patent, trade marks and confidential information. With contributions from leading and emerging scholars from a variety of jurisdictions, the book demonstrates
how concepts of property can assist in shaping a conceptually coherent and balanced response to the challenges faced by intellectual property law.
This volume is for students and scholars of intellectual property law, practitioners seeking creative arguments from across the field, and policymakers searching for solutions to changing social and technological issues. The book explores the tensions between two fundamentally competing demands made of IP law.
Francis Gurry's renowned work, Breach of Confidence, published in 1984, was groundbreaking and invaluable in the field of intellectual property as the first text to synthesise the then burgeoning case law on breach of confidence into a systematic form. A highly regarded book, it was the first point of resort for practitioners and a
key source for judges. Aplin, Bently, Johnson and Malynicz bring us a new edition of this important work, which remains faithful to the original in its approach, but is fully updated in light of the developments since the first edition. The authors expand upon the original work, in particular adding new material on the history and
current relevance of the action for breach of confidence, . The authors stress both the advantages and disadvantages of the action for breach of confidence and, like Gurry, they constantly distinguish the action from associated legislative regimes which regulate the access to, acquisition, use and disclosure of information. The book
extensively references the many analyses of the data protection regime and considers also issues of jurisdiction and choice of applicable law. Bringing together their particular skills and interests, the three authors produce a fresh re-writing of a highly significant text which retains the academic quality and precision of the original
and stakes its claim once more as the leading authority in the field.
An understanding of the changing nature of the law and practice of copyright infringement is a task too big for lawyers alone; it requires additional inputs from economists, historians, technologists, sociologists, cultural theorists and criminologists. Where is the boundary to be drawn between illegal imitation and legal inspiration?
Would the answer be different for creators, artists and experts from different disciplines or fields? How have concepts of copyright infringement altered over time and how do such changes relate, if at all, to the cultural norms operating amongst creators in different fields? With such an approach, one might perhaps begin to address
the vital and overarching question of whether strong copyright laws, rigorously enforced, impede rather than promote creativity. And what can be done to avoid any such adverse consequences, while maintaining the effectiveness of copyright as an incentive-mechanism for those who need it?
What can and can't be copied is a matter of law, but also of aesthetics, culture, and economics. The act of copying, and the creation and transaction of rights relating to it, evokes fundamental notions of communication and censorship, of authorship and ownership - of privilege and property. This volume conceives a new history of
copyright law that has its roots in a wide range of norms and practices. The essays reach back to the very material world of craftsmanship and mechanical inventions of Renaissance Italy where, in 1469, the German master printer Johannes of Speyer obtained a five-year exclusive privilege to print in Venice and its dominions.
Along the intellectual journey that follows, we encounter John Milton who, in his 1644 Areopagitica speech 'For the Liberty of Unlicensed Printing', accuses the English parliament of having been deceived by the 'fraud of some old patentees and monopolizers in the trade of bookselling' (i.e. the London Stationers' Company). Later
revisionary essays investigate the regulation of the printing press in the North American colonies as a provincial and somewhat crude version of European precedents, and how, in the revolutionary France of 1789, the subtle balance that the royal decrees had established between the interests of the author, the bookseller, and the
public, was shattered by the abolition of the privilege system. Contributions also address the specific evolution of rights associated with the visual and performing arts. These essays provide essential reading for anybody interested in copyright, intellectual history and current public policy choices in intellectual property. The
volume is a companion to the digital archive Primary Sources on Copyright (1450-1900), funded by the UK Arts and Humanities Research Council (AHRC): www.copyrighthistory.org.
Examining a neglected aspect of international copyright law, this book highlights the obligation on nations to maintain broad copyright exceptions.
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